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About This Game

Play as a healer that supports his party in difficult boss fights. Cast healing spells and remove curses to keep your allies alive.

Key Features

 Fast paced and click intensive

Loot and upgrade system

 NEW keybind system

  You can heal your way to victory!

TWO NEW BOSSES !

8 NEW BOSS ABILITIES!
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Oil enterprise is a Oil production company game, where you build up a empire and learning how to store and sell your oil on the
black marked or through contracts.

The game offers to play in different regions in-game, where you choose to place your firm down. You have test drilling, pump,
Refinery, Logistics, Storage, Maintain, and Safety to work with. You will also have health for your buildings and machines, and
a overview for what is needed to get more barrels pr.day to sell.

The game currently d.13-08-2015, offers multiplayer which is in progress. The game is alot more fun playing agens people and
fighting agens the best barrels pr.day or moste money in the current "free mode", that can take forever finish, but gives a good
laugh if you play with the right people! - They are working on content for this which i see as a really good thing.

If you like building up a firm, taking care of machines, safety, and maintain what you have while selling barrels of oils on the
markedet to keep your income stable with a interesting oil firm feeling and exploring in regions, then this game is for you.

Here is a demo:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TY_TI1JVWiY. Essentially an Indie Burnout. Car selection is practically non existent but
knowing the budgets of these small studios, it's not an issue since the game is fun and more importantly, keeps you playing.
Multiple modes with an interesting strategical mechanic of applying your Burnout points towards your final time. 99 cents.. Best
addon for Half - Life. Now we play for Adrian Shephard - HECU soldier. As well as Dr. Freeman, he will look for a way out of
Black Mesa. The main differences from the original game - a large number of new monsters, and the availability of a new
arsenal to destroy them.

8.5/10. This is one of the best horror games I've played and I've played a lot of horror games, completing all the Outlast,
Amnesia , Silent Hill, Visage etc etc. Set in the 1980's you play a man who has to start searching his large suburban home for his
wife's plane tickets. As you start to explore the house the creepiness and tension start to rise with every slight sound and creek of
the floorboards sending your paranoia through the roof; is something about to happen, is something just around the corner, will I
look down the corridor and see some diabolical entity creeping toward me? It's great how a modern household setting can be so
creepy. The graphics are good and the environment is very interactive with almost everything in the house having the ability to
be picked up and examined. To progress through the game you need to find various items in the environment and perform
certain actions. The game has no manual save option instead saving automatically at key moments. If you die you will restart at
the previous auto save although it's not as grindy as it sounds. It seems a great deal of effort was put into the house by the
developers. The game is very similar to Visage although this is a finished product. People have complained of bugs and glitches
but I haven't experienced such issues and the game runs fairly smoothly on my average PC. For best results, play with
headphones and lights off. You may also learn some new cooking skills as you play.. As everyone else said this game does need
to be polished a bit, some lag persists but despite that from EA theres suprisingly not too much wrong with it however it does
have its bugs. I personally love it its very fun to play looking forward to play it more in the future.If you enjoy pvp games I'd
recommend getting it right now
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Gotta hand it to these devs, they tell no lies. This is what it says it is. And the main game is so cheap as to render this extra
purchase no great insult to your intelligence, or injury to your wallet. If you like your games with a bit of bloodshed, it's a bit of
a no-brainer really.

Verdict: 7\/10.. I lost even when there were absolutely no enemies. Frustrating to the end. Dimension Drifter is an awesome
concept that could grow into something special if the developer keeps refining the experience and building on its foundation.
The idea of a randomly generated doom-like is certainly what got me interested. I would very much enjoy customizing my
character in the future as well as seeing more diverse enemies and locations. Boss encounters would also be a nice touch.
Controller support is there, mostly, but I hope menu navigation via gamepad is implemented. Thank you very much for putting
out a refreshing idea. Don't let it rest on it's laurels, keep beefing up the experience! :D. I wish there were more interactable
objects to pick up but apart from that this was a fun little experience!
. I really love this game, and maybe when the dust settles the developer might add a way to change the color of a plant after it
grows, decorate the pots with lights or add more places to put plants or keep plants that you really like. It\u2019s amazing what
one developer made. I love how relaxing it is. No currency, no time limits, just smooth progress. Sometimes you just need this
type of game. My only complaint is that there aren\u2019t enough variety in the succulent plants. I have a huge stockpile of
small to medium green succulent plants. My hope is that eventually every word will be super unique. I know it will take time,
but maybe one day. I recommend this game if you want to relax and type in silly words that turn into fast growing plants..
Legitimately solid time waster
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